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The purpose of this paper is to give an elementary proof of the existence 
of infinitely many solutions ofboundary value problems and the existence 
of a periodic solution fthe differential equation 
xv + f(*, x,x’) = 0, (1) 
where (essentially) the growth of the function f with respect to the variable x 
is faster .than linear. 
This problem was first attacked by Ehrmann [3, 41, in 1957, then studied 
by Nehari [12], Cesari [l], Micheletti [IO], and NIorris [l l] from different 
points of view. More recently it has also been investigated by Hempel [7], 
Rabinowitz [13], F&k and Lovicar [5], Jacobowitz [8], and Hartman [6], 
among other authors. However, the assumptions made by these authors may 
be somewhat relaxed and the existence proof for the general equation (1) 
considerably simplified. 
After an introductory example we shall state precisely the class of functions 
f and boundary conditions we will be studying. We then formulate existence 
theorems for solutions ofboundary value problems for Eq. (1) and also for 
the periodic case. Examples show that our conditions regarding the growth 
off with respect to the third variable are optimal and that in general one cannot 
expect the existence ofmore than a single periodic solution fequation (1). 
We employ the usual Lebesgue-Sobolev spaces P(I) and H”*p(l) resp., 
with norms 11 .[ID;, and 11 .llm,p;l resp. c”(I) is the space of functions which 
are m times continuously differentiable in the interval I,with norm II .Ilm,mZ,. 
We will not always explicitly specify the interval I in this notation. 
* This work was supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich 72 of the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
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1. EXAMPLE 
Let f(t, X, y) = {x}~, K > 1, where by definition (x}” := x 1 x Ik--l. The 
existence ofa solution x* of the initial value problem 
x” + {x}” = 0; x(0) = 0, x’(0) = 1 
is easily verified; from the convexity and symmetry properties of x* it is further- 
more evident hat x* possesses a sequence of evenly spaced zeroes on the 
positive line t > 0: ti* = it:, x*(tT) = 0. By a parameter transformation 
we obtain from x* a sequence of solutions xiof the boundary value problem 
XH + {x}” = 0; x(0) = x(T) = 0 (2) 
for an arbitrary number T > 0. Let wi = tF/T, vi = w:‘(~-“; then xi = 
vix*(wi .) solves (2). We remark that since K > 1, (1 xi (1 --f co as i -+ co and 
simultaneously the distance between two successive z roes of a solution 
decreases tozero. This pattern of behaviour can be shown to hold in general 
for the superlinear equations that we are concerned with; in fact our proof 
of a general existence theorem for infinitely many solutions ofboundary value 
problems for Eq. (1) relies strongly onthis observation. 
2. STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We define the class of permissible boundary conditions for Eq. (1). This 
class includes the traditional affine-linear boundary conditions studied, e.g., 
by Ehrmann; however, in view of the nonlinear structure ofEq. (1) we see 
no need to restrict the investigation to such conditions. 
B: We define the set B as the class of all subsets B of [w2 satisfying the 
following requirement: There exists a radius r > 0, a line 1 = {(x, y) E IP 1 
ax + by = c}, a2 + b2 # 0, and a continuum S C B such that S n 1 = o 
and such that any continuum containing the set B,. = {x 1 1 x ) < r} in a bounded 
component of its complement intersects S. 
DEFINITION. Assume t E Iw, BE B. A function x E Cl satisfies the(one 
point) boundary condition (B, t) iff (x(t), x’(t)) E B. 
Thus, the usual one-point affine boundary condition ax(tJ + 
/3x’(t,,) = y  01~ + /J2 = 1, is a condition (B, to) with B = {(x, y) j 
ax + py = r> C R2, P = (you, r/3), S any of the two half-straight lines 
of B issuing from P, B, for any r 3 y and 1 any other straight line in 
R2withlnS= o. 
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Notation. We shall denote by B, , yt , I, S, the entities as ociated with 
a given boundary condition (B, , t). 
Fix some T > 0. We make the following assumption about he function f: 
A: (i) f: [0, T] x OX2 -+ R satisfies the Caratheodory condition, i.e., f is 
measurable in the first and continuous with respect tothe remaining arguments. 
(ii) There xist a continuous f nction g: R -+ R, a function h EL~([O, T]) 
and a constant K > 0 such that 
I fk XT Y> - &)I < WI x I + I Y I) + h(t), 
‘M/x - a (I x I + a>* 
(3) 
Remark. We may assume without loss of generality that g satisfies the 
following norming conditions: 
&4x > 0 (x #O), 
I zg(s) ds > x2/2. 
(34 
0 
For this we need only replace our first choice ofg: g by the function g defined by
g(4 =xm/c, o<x<c, 
= -xE(-cyc, -c<x<o, 
= g(x), else, 
where c > 0 is chosen so large that 2(x)/x 3 1 whenever 1x 1 > c. Since 
the error term 2 - g is uniformly bounded it may be compensated by an 
appropriate choice of h. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that f satisfies condition A. Then for any pair B, , 
BT E IES the boundary value problem 
x” + f (., x, x’) = 0 in [0, T]; (B, , 0), (BT , T) 
has infinitely man distinct solutions. 
We extend fperiodically to all of R x R2 by defining 
f(t, x,y) : = f (t mod T, -T Y). 
THEOREM 2. dssume condition A about f. Then there exists a periodic solution 
of Es. (1). 
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Remarks. (i) By a solution isalways meant a solution i the sense of 
Caratheodory, i.e., afunction x ECl satisfying 
x’(t) - +) =- jtfct, +I, x’(t)) dt. 7 
(ii) The assertion of Theorem 1 is optimal with respect tothe allowed 
growth of the function f in the variable y. This is demonstrated in the following 
example : 
Let f (t, X, y) = k(k + l)(~}(~+a)/k  2( + 1) k(m--l)l(t+l){X)mlk{y}ll(k+l) with 
some constants k, 1> 0, m > 0, I+ m = k + 2 ({.> is defined inSection 1); 
let B, = {(&, -k&-l) 1 a > 0}, B, = {(x, y) ) x = O}. Then the boundary 
value problem 
xN + f(t, xx’) = 0 in [0, I]; (I?,, 0), (B, , 1) 
has no solution since all solutions f the initial v ue problem where we impose 
only (B, , 0) as a boundary condition may be expressed as I@) = (t + a)-k, 
a > 0, and @)(I) # 0 for all a > 0. 
(iii) The result s ated inTheorem 2 is optimal. Cocsider the equation 
xs + x’ + 2 = 0 
with the associated “ nergy” E(t) := x’(t)* + ~(t)~/2. We have the relation 
Hence a periodic solution ofthe differential equ tion necessarily educes toa 
constant. By the differential equ tion ithas to be zero. 
The proof of Theorem 1 proceeds through a series oflemmas. First we 
prove that any initial v ue problem for Eq. (1) with initial v ues prescribed 
at an arbitrary point 7E I := [0, T] possesses a olution which is defined 
in all of I and whose )/ *Ijl,m;,- normmay be bounded independently of T in 
terms of the initial values prescribed. (We need not assume such a solution 
to be unique, however!) Hence if we let he initial v ues of a family of solution 
of (1) increase without bound at some fixed point of I the length of the phase 
vector (x(t), x’(f)) atany point ~1 will also increase without bound. The 
crucial part of the proof is to establish thecontention we made in Section 1, 
i.e., show that successive zeroes ofa solution come arbitrarily close as the length 
of the phase vector increases. Finally the proof of the theorem is obtained 
as we follow the solutions f initial value problems with initial values con- 
tinuously prescribed at the point zero to the endpoint T of the interval. As 
the length of the initial vector increases thephase vector atT follows a piraling 
curve that intersects Sr aninfinite number of times. 
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In the sequel we always assume assumption A about f is satisfied. For con- 
venience ofnotation we introduce the phase function z = (x, x’) of a solution x 
of (1). 
LEMMA 1. There xists a continuous f n&m b: W -+ R such that for any 
solution x of the initial v ue problem 
x” + f (t, x, x’) = 0 in I, 
we have the stimate 
COROLLARY. For any (T, E, 7) E [0, T] x W the initial wake problem (4) 
admits a solution. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Choose 6= (8K + 2)-l > 0. Since we may cover I
by finitely many intervals of width <8 it suffices to prove the estimate in the 
interval I, := [T, T + 81. We multiply Eq. (1) by x’, integrate ndestimate, 
thereby making use of (3), (3a). This yields 
x’(t)2 + x(t)2 < x’(t)2 + 2 ~“‘) g(s) ds 
< x’(T)2 + 2 /z(‘)g(s) ds + 2 1” 1 x’ 1 1 f - g ) dt 
0 7 
17) < 2 + 2 ~‘g(s) ds + II hII; + (4K + 1) II x1112,2:,1 . (5) 
Integrating over II we find 
II xllt,2:1, G 6 (TV + 2 Jdn(4 ds + II hII;) + (4K + 1)s II *11~.2:,,; 
hence II x1) 1,2;,1 < !I’(,$, 7) with a continuous f nction b’. Inserting this estimate 
into (5) and choosing t in such a way that (x(t)1 = 11 xIlrn:,, , resp. I x’(t)1 = 
II x’ Ila:I1 9 we obtain the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Proof of corollary. Under condition A the Nemitsky operator x -+ f (*, x, x’) 
is a bounded and continuous operator f om c1 into L2. Hence the solution 
operator L = L(f, $, +j; J): Cl(j) + Cl(J), uniquely defined bythe relation 
(Lx)” + f (., x, x’) = 0 in J; (LX)(?) = F, (Lx)‘(s) = 7, 
is a self-mapping of B, = {x E Cl 1 11 xI/ l.oo:J < Y} for some Y > 0 and 1 J ( 
sufficiently sma l, for all values \(z, +j)l < b(t, 7). Moreover L may be factorized 
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L = L . L’, where L’: Cl + H2g2 is continuous and I is the embedding I: 
H2*” -+ Cl. Since c is compact L is compact. 
By Schauder’s fixed point theorem in any sufficiently small interval J the 
operator L has a fixed point, corresponding toa local solution f the initial 
value problem. By the a priori estimate proved in Lemma 1 we may cover Iby 
finitely many intervals J of uniform width. This concludes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Notation. Let 5 = (6, y), and let x = x(5; .) with corresponding phase 
vector z = ~(5; .) = (x, x’) be a solution of (1) with initial values Z(T) = 5 
at some point 7E I. 
LEMMA 2. For any constant C > 0 there xists a constant C, > 0 such 
that for any t EI 1 ~(5; t)] > C whenever )[ 1 > C, . 
Proof. Assume there exists a constant C, a sequence of initial values & , 
1 & ) - co, asequence xi = xi(& ; .) and a sequence ti E Isuch that 1xi(ti)l < C 
for all iE N. Because b is bounded on B, by Lemma 1 we may conclude that 
the sequence & is uniformly bounded, contradicting ourinitial hypotheses. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. For any 6 > 0 there xists a constant C = C(6) such that any 
solution fEq. (1) has a zero in any interval J C I of width / J 1 > 8, whenever 
II xIL:J 3 c. 
Proof. It suffices to assume 6 < 6, < a with a constant 6,to be determined 
in the sequel. For S > 6, we let C(S) = C(S,). 
By (3) there exists a number C, = C,(S) > 2 1) hl/,/K such that g(x)/x >
64(1~/6)~ whenever 1x 1 > CJ4. By Lemma 1 we may choose anumber C = C(S) 
such that for any solution of (1) and for all t E I 1 x(t)1 > 8C,/S whenever 
II xIl1.x:, 3 c. 
Assume there exist a solution x of (I), /I xIlrrn > C(4S), and an interval 
I4 = [t: , t.$] having width 1 I4 I = 46 such that x ) I4 # 0. Without loss of 
generality we may suppose that x I I4 > 0. Then the following possibilities exist. 
(a) x’(t,) = 0 for some t, ~1~. We then have x(t,) > C, and either 
1 to - tl* I> 26 or I t, - t2* ) > 26. 
(b) x’ j I4 > 0. Take t, = (t? + tc)/2. Then either x(t,) > C, or x’ 1 
P c , t,,] > C,/S so that x(t,) > C, in any event. 
(c) x’ I I, < 0. This case is treated as case (b). 
In any case the following alternative s seen to hold for some t,, E &: 
(a) x(t,) 3 Cl , x’(to> >, 0, x I [&I - 3, toI b 0, 
(B) x(t,) 3 c, , x’(to) < 0,x I [to , t, + 24 2 0. 
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Suppose (/3) holds. We derive a contradiction. (Case (a) may be treated 
analoguously.) 
Let x1 , s, be solutions ofthe initial value problems in I, = [t, f, + 2S], 
x; $- g(x) == 0; x,(t,) ==X(f”), x&) = x’(t,), 
s; = / f(., x, x’) - g(x)(; x&J = x$,) = 0. 
In I, we have the relations 
x > 0, 
x; < 0, x; < 0, 
x2 2 0, x; 3 0, x; > 0, 
lx-x11 B %!v 16'1 < IdI + Ix;ll; 
furthermore w may estimate for t E I, 
(6) 
~;~~~~~If-~l~t~K~~Ixl+lx’l)dt+~hdt 
< IK s:, (I Xl I + I x2 I + I 4 I) A + II hII21 + K s: x; dt. 
Since the term in {e..} increases monotonically with t we may conclude that 
Making use of (6) we have the following estimate for x2: 
J20) G J xi dt < (t - t,) x:(t) < K(t - t,)” exp K(t - to) x2(t) 
+ (t - to) exp K(t - to) {K (j- (I x1 I + I 4 I)) dt + II hII+ 
There exists a positive number 6, < $ such that 
4Ka2 exp(2SK) < 4, s < 6,. 
Thus for 6 < 6, we obtain 
x2(t) < 2(t - to) exp K(t - to) (K j-1 (I x1 I + I 4 I) dt + II 12 ll2/. 
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hence 
Now, choose 6, < 6, such that for S < 6, the inequality holds 
8SKexp(2SK) < l/32. 
This yields the estimate for t ~1s: 
x&) d x&l) < x(4,)/16 + II hlld3K < x(4,)/8. 
Finally we also estimate the functions x1, x in the interval II:= [t,,  t, + S], 
thereby making use of (6): 
%P> a at1 - ww 4&J + at - ~o)M Xl(h) 
3 %(GlY2 - (0 - 4J2~14~1) 
3 ~1(4,)/~ - 44JP = 3+,)/8, 
The desired contradiction n w follows from the Sturm comparison theorems 
for second-order o dinary differential equations (cf., e.g., [2]), since in the 
interval IIx1 satisfies 
whereas 
ix; + +x1 = 0; x; 1 I1 < 0, x1 > 0 
&)/Xl a &)/aJ z &w~ > WV. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 5: R+ -+ S,, be a continuous mapping such that 
I t(s)] --f cc as s + co. Let ((X(s), s)) C Cr x Rf with corresponding phase 
vectors {(Z(s), s)} C [cl x C] x Rf be a continuum (with respect to the product 
topology in I? x W+) of solutions ofthe initial value problem for equation (1): 
Z(s; 0) = t(s). The existence ofsuch a continuum is an immediate consequence 
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of the a priori estimate for a solution in terms of its initial v ues proved in 
Lemma 1 and the “fundamental heorem” of Leray and Schauder (cf. [9]) 
which asserts the existence of acontinuum offixed points ofa family of compact 
mappings depending continuously on a parameter whenever a uniform a priori 
bound for fixed points is known to exist. We need only apply this theorem 
to the family of solution perators L(0, c(s), I), defined inthe proof of the 
corollary following Lemma 1. Note, however, that here need not be a one- 
to-one correspondence X(s)t) s. 
We denote by Z(s; t) the value of the function Z(s), evaluated at the point 
t ~1. By Lemma 2 we may assume that 1Z(s; T)I > rr for all s> s,, , s,, suf- 
ficiently large. Also for s > s0 we may reparameterize the phase space by 
introducing polar coordinates (0,Y) to express Z(s; t) = (O(s; t), r(s; t)), 
choosing the function 0 in such a way that a(.; 0) depends continuously on s
and such that O(s; .) is a continuous function ft for any s > ss . 
We note that /O(.; T)I -+ co as s -+ cc which follows from Lemma 3 since 
I as; t)l - a, uniformly int E I, as s -+ co and the fact hat O(.; 0) is 
uniformly bounded by our definition of permissible oundary conditions. 
Therefore and since the projection of {(Z(s; T), s)} onto the first component 
is a continuum in EP we conclude that Z(s; T) E lr for infinitely man values 
s > s0 ; moreover, there also exist infinitely man numbers such that Z(s; T) 
lies in the same component of Zr - B,.r . Take any pair s’, s” of such values, 
satisfying 1 O(s’; T) - O(s”; T)/ > 277. Then the continuum 
c = {Z(s; T) I s’ < s < s”) u {tZ(s’; T) + (1 - t) Z(s”; T) / 0 < t < l} 
contains Brl in a bounded component of its complement. Hence C n ST # o 
and as Zr n ST = o necessarily Z(s; T) E ST C RT for some s E Is’, s”[. Since 
there xist infinitely man such pairs s’, S” the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof proceeds exactly asin [5], first assuming f 
to be Lipschitz with respect to he phase space variables andthen approximating 
f by Lipschitzian functions to obtain the general case. For completeness we 
sketch the main ideas below. 
Assume f to be Lipschitz; hen the mapping F: 5 + z(&‘; T)is a continuous 
mapping of lR2 into R2. By Lemmas 2, 3 there xist constants sr ,sa > s,, 
(compare the proof of Theorem 1 for adefinition of s,,) such that he mapping 
E (5 I I 5 1 > s,,} + R, defined by!P({) = I O({; T) - O(c; O)l is continuous 
and such that 
inf{W) II 5 I 3 4 - sup{W) II 5 I d 4 > 27~ 
Let M be the compact subset of R2, defined by
M = (5 I s1 < I 5 I < s2 9F(c) = AC for some h E II%>. 
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Then 0 is contained in a bounded component of the complement of $2. To 
see this let &‘: [0, l] + W be a path connecting t(O) = 0 with some point 
5(l), where I ii(l)1 2 sp. By the continuity of?P and by our definition of the 
set M there xists t(s), sr< 1 c(s)1 < sa , such that Y([(s)) = 0 mod 27r, corre- 
sponding to some initial value t(s) such that F(J(s)) = At(s), h E R. Hence 
5 meets M. 
The existence ofa periodic solution for Lipschitzian f now is a consequence 
of the following fixed point heorem 
THEOREM (FuCik and Lovicar). Let F: Rn + W be a continuous mapping, 
M a compact subset of Iw’” szcch that 0 is contained ina bounded component of 
the complement of M and such that F(m) = Am for any m E M with some h = 
h(m) E R. 
Then F has a jixed point. 
Remark. In the above we may even assert he existence ofa fixed point 
of F in the convex hull of M, hence there xists a periodic solution with norm 
<wMl;) I I 5 I G 4. 
In the case that f is only continuous with respect to the phase space variables 
we approximate f by a sequence of Lipschitzian fu ctions 
f&Y X,Y) := Jrc t, x- E, Y - d ML rl) dt 4, 
where q$ is a sequence of mollifier functions Ci E CsK, J& = 1, supp +i C 
(5 1 j 5 ( < l/i}. The constant K and the function h in (3) may be chosen in 
such a way that the estimates in(3) hold uniformly for all functions fi. Hence 
the conclusions ofLemmas l-3 are uniformly valid. Especially, we may choose 
a uniformly bounded family of sets Mi , with Mi playing the part of M in the 
above with f replaced by the approximating functions fi. Hence by the fixed 
point theorem and the remark following itthere xists a uniformly bounded 
(in Cl) sequence of periodic solutions xicorresponding tothe functions fi . 
By the proof of the corollary following Lemma 1 and by our uniform estimates 
(3) the sequence x’i s compact in Cl, and therefore a subsequence converges 
to some function x E Cl. By Lebesgue’s theorem on dominated convergence 
x’ is seen to be a periodic solution f(1). Q.E.D. 
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